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What is the most burning and urgent single energy challenge in today’s world and how
do you think governments and businesses should effectively address them?

The development of renewable energy technologies and the widespread use around the world

is increasing every day. The energy produced from renewable energy sources is very important;

because of extend the lifespan of conventional energy sources as well as prevention of

environmental pollution. Renewable energy technologies rapid development continues day by

day. However, energy storage technologies are still primitive level of technical capabilities and

commercially expensive. If R& D efforts for energy storage systems is not accelerate, these

barriers will constitute a major obstacle of energy sector for both present and the future. Both

government decision makers and leaders of the business world, has to focus on energy storage

technologies development for sustainable future for the energy sector.

World energy need is dived in two category of usage, thermal and electrical power. Besides,

of this, energy sector sustains with crucial balance on supply and demand site. In particularly,

this balance is very critical in electric power industry. This delicate balance cause in an order

of seconds, may lead to remain without electricity for several hours and days of all country. I

think it would be a very accurate sample to show importance of supply and demand balance in

electric power sector. Electricity generation can classify as conventional technologies and

renewable energy technologies in the world. Sub-segment of conventional energy sources are

coal, natural gas, hydroelectric and nuclear power plants. Sub-segment of renewable energy

sources are solar, wind, biomass, geothermal and mainly new technologies. The European

Union's 2020 target for the share of renewable energy production to increase gradually and The

Renewable Energy Directive sets rules for the EU to achieve its 20% renewables target by

2020.1 So, currently conventional energy sources are the main actors of the energy sector.

Conventional energy technologies are the dominant actor in the energy sector because of; fuel

can be storable which cause high availability, ability to keep the supply-demand in balance and

scalable predictability for current situation and future needs. In contrast, renewable energy

technologies are imprecise due to lack of storage capabilities, related with the nature of the

energy source characteristic energy generation discrete and fluctuated. For example, you

cannot generate enough solar energy in cloudy day or you cannot generate wind energy without



of wind. If renewables generate more than expected, it can disrupt the electricity grid supply-

demand balance, which is very dangerous. Eliminating the uncertainty and secure the grid

balance is only way to improve energy storage technologies.

Although, conventional technologies has more precise methods than renewable technologies

to sustain the grid supply-demand balance, these methods are not efficient. Thermal power

plants spent energy to operate idle run for fast start or natural gas and oil derivative fuel thermal

power plants consume energy until the coal power plants start. Hydroelectric pumped storage

power stations allow spontaneous compensation for the over-production or under-production

from wind and solar energy sources and if necessary permit the temporary storage of the

electricity for days or weeks.  However,  you have to pump the water in daytime to use peak

demand  time,  which  is  also  consume  electricity,  and  in  efficient  way  to  store  energy  but

cheapest way for today’s technology.2  If  there  is  no  demand  from  grid  that  the  renewable

energy production has to consume in dump load or cut back in the power plant. Flywheels,

battery banks, flow batteries and hydrogen technologies are very expensive and low level of

energy storage capabilities and requires a lot of development.

Difficulties the inability to store electricity caused by, limiting the renewable energy grid

connection. I would like to summarize below why both government decision makers and

leaders of the business world, has to focus on energy storage technologies development.

Fossil fuels gradually run out of reserve in the world and cause potential harm to the

environment. Alternatively, renewable energy production has to increase its share in the world's

total energy production portfolio and it has recognized by the world. With this agreement, I

will evaluate below, if energy storage technology are not develop than we will face possible

restrictions of future the electrical grid and energy market.

Conventional energy technologies like coal, natural gas and hydroelectric power stations feed

the grid or stop to meet the demand. In order to keep up with the pace of energy demand,

hydroelectric and natural gas power plants start operation fast but coal power plants are slow

and wait idle position till to start full feed condition. If demand is low, they gradually switched

off according to plant type. Every day coal power plants has to consume energy just to keep

generation units as hot idle, which cause losses. Even worst, possible synchronization of delay

between power plants switching on and off can create a major blackout effected all country,

also this domino effect may occur big blackout effects several countries time span of 1.9

second. 3 This big blackout cause, disables of communications networks, stops industrial



productions, disables of traffic signaling systems and countries security system, which means

huge financially losses and badly effects citizens life.

If we add, more renewable energy power plants like solar and wind without of energy storage

systems to existing electricity grid that possible supply-demand unbalance and blackout

possibility increase. It is also difficult to predict hot idle reserve to protect the gird balance.

Because of lack of storage technologies in today’s electricity grid, governments are creating

many difficulties with law and regulations to suppress the renewable energy sector progress.

In addition, incentives are known for conventional energy sector but government put high tax

or week incentive mechanisms for renewables. Because of today’s grid, do not have a storage

system the day ahead market try to calculate the energy trade every day. Many engineers and

economists are trying to balance power generation and sales with the most suitable scenario.

Companies get big penalties or bankrupt, if they cannot predict the correct power generation

and trade volume. If there is no demand from grid that the renewable energy production has to

consume in dump load or limited in the power plant.

Present situation storage systems has low efficiency, expensive and very limited storage

capacity. To overcome this situation, governments has focus on energy storage technology

development incentive mechanism and promotes with the state policy. Beside of this study,

business community should focus on R & D investment together with universities. In the early

2000’s, especially photovoltaic energy technology has a similar problem and Germany had

supported via incentive mechanism. Similar incentive mechanism replicate with other

countries and by the end of 2014 all over the world we have reached 177 GW. Similarly energy

storage technology can be develop and world will have more secure network infrastructure and

high renewable energy connected possibility to the electricity network. As a very quick

summary, energy sector future will be brighter and secure with energy storage technologies.
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